
Customer Service



Why is Customer Service Important in 

Tourism? (Extracted from the Syllabus)

• The travel and tourism industry is highly competitive because a large number 
of  organisations provide very similar products and services. It is often the 
quality of  customer service that distinguishes one organisation from another. 
Customers expect the highest standards of  customer service and this is why 
it is essential for staff  to be aware of  the part they play in satisfying this 
important customer need. Excellent customer service means consistently 
exceeding expectations of  customers rather than just meeting them. The 
provision of  excellent customer service is everyone’s responsibility within an 
organisation and extends to internal as well as external customers.



• External customers are an organisation’s visitors or users. They can be classified as:

• • individuals

• • groups, including different age or cultural groups and special interest groups

• • people with children

• • foreign visitors, with language and cultural differences

• • people with specific needs, e.g. wheelchair users, people with sensory disabilities; 
visitors with special dietary requirements

• • members and non-members of  travel organisations



• Internal customers are members of  staff  within an organisation or an 

organisation’s suppliers who contribute towards the service provided to 

external customers. Internal customers include:

• • colleagues

• • management and supervisors

• • employees of  other organisations, e.g. retail outlets at an airport are internal 

customers of  the airport.



The delivery of  customer service

• Quality service is likely to be the result of  the following:

• • training 

• • teamwork

• • product knowledge 

• • monitoring and evaluation



Examples of  appropriate customer service 

procedures 

• Staff  duties in a hospitality environment would involve the ‘meeting and greeting’ functions of  the face-to-face encounter such as:

• • always acknowledge guests upon arrival and departure

• • always walk guests at a comfortable pace

• • assist the guest as much as possible

• • always keep guests fully informed, e.g. about delays

• • always smile and show enthusiasm

• • never leave the table before everyone has sat down

• • never leave the host stand unattended

• • never argue with a guest

• • always present a positive image of  the organisation and its products

• • never chew gum, eat, drink, swear or smoke while working.



Assessment of  the quality customer service 

• Travel and tourism organisations use a variety of  feedback techniques to find out if  
customers are happy with the standards of  customer service they receive, e.g.:

• • informal feedback (from customers, staff, management, non-users)

• • surveys (of  customers, staff, management, non-users)

• • suggestion boxes

• • focus groups

• • mystery shoppers

• • observation.


